DIRTY ELECTRICITY
GRAHAM-STETZER FILTERS
HIGH FREQUENCY EMF POLLUTION REMOVERS
Removes Irritating RF Pollution from Household Wiring
Do you suffer from symptoms of electrical sensitivity such as
headaches, tiredness, poor short term memory, fatigue,
depression, nausea, rashes, irritability, or even chronic fatigue syndrome? High frequency
EMF pollution that is carried in wiring has been shown to be the source of electrical
sensitivity symptoms for some people. This high frequency EMF pollution is produced by
common household items such as electric motors (found in hair dryers, blenders, can
openers, etc), loose wires, fluorescent lights,
transformers, and especially dimmer
switches.
The set of High Frequency EMF Pollution Reducer Removers (HF
EMPOR) designed by Dr. Martin Graham, Professor Emeritus at the
Electronics Research Laboratory of the University of California,
Berkeley, consists of 20 EMF high frequency filters which are
simply plugged into ordinary electric outlets, distributed
throughout the home or office. These filters will measurably
reduce the high frequency EMF pollution in your environment. A
number of people have reported immediate relief from electrical
sensitivity symptoms with the use of the HF EMPOR.
The filters do not use electricity (but they could reduce your utility bill), nor will they
interfere with any computers, TVs. or other appliances. Installation is simple and enables
you to avoid expensive electrician service calls. The filters are portable, so you can move
them from one site to another. This is NOT a bio-energetic device. Special electronic
circuitry simply drains the high frequency pollution out of the wiring system.
This set of 20 will effectively filter an average size home or office. If you have a large home
or office, or a large number of EMF high frequency noise producers, you may need additional
EMF high frequency noise filters. 60 Hz, 120V North-American plug style only.
Graham-Stetzer Filters: N. American style only
Individual Filters (Cat. #R802-1 ) ………….……………… $34.95 each
Save with Multi-Paks:
Set of 5 filters (Cat. #R802-5) ….……………………. $164.75 (set of 5)
Set of 20 filters (Cat. #R802-20) ….……………….. $659.95 (set of 20)
Set of 3 with Meter (Cat. #R802-3M) ……. $184.80 (set of 3+meter)

3 Outlet Socket Adapter
Need more room for filters? This sturdy adapter converts one outlet
into 3. Uses standard North American 3-prong outlet. Handles up
to 15A safely. You can put one or two Stetzer filters in this
adapter. Style may vary from photo. (Cat. #R804) …… $2.95

If you need even more sockets for your Stetzer filters, you can use a
standard power strip. This provides multiple sockets to plug Stetzer
filters and other devices into the same wall outlet. Find this item on
page 95.
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